DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL
SAIL TOWNSHIP, RANCHI
PRE- BOARD-II EXAMINATION (2017-18)

Class:-XII
Time- 2 Hrs.

Subject:- Fine Art- Graphics
M.M.- 40

General Instructions:(i) All the eight questions are compulsory which carry equal marks.
(ii) Answers to be written for question nos.1 and 2 in about200 words each and for question
nos. 3, 4 & 5 100 words each. Question nos.6, 7 and 8 are objective type.
1.

Describe the main features of the paintings of the Bengal School.

2.

Evaluate the artistic achievements of any of the following painters with reference
to his particular painting included in your course of study :
(i) Sahibdin (Rajasthani School)
(ii) Manaku (Pahari School)

3.

4.

5.

Appreciate any of the following miniature-paintings included in your course of study
duly based on its (a) Name of the painter/sub-school, (b) Medium & technique,
(c) Subject-matter and (d) Composition :
(i) Radha (Bani-Thani) (Rajasthani School)
(ii) Bharat Worshipping Charan-Padukas of Rama (Pahari School)
How far has its painter been successful in depicting the subject matter of any of the
following miniature paintings of the Bengal School:
(a) Rasa-lila
(b) Arjuna Detach himself from War
Write a critical note in short on the compositional arrangement of any of the
following contemporary (modern) Indian graphics, based on the aesthetical parameters:
(a) Whirlpool
(b) Man, Woman and Tree
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[5]

[5]

[5]

[5]

6.

Which human life-values are expressed in any of the following miniature painting?
Mention it’s (a) Name of artist / sub- school, (b) Medium & technique, (c) Subject matter
and (d) Composition :
[5]
(1) Kabir and Raidas (Mughal School)
(2) Hazrat Nizamuddin Auliya and Amir Khusro (Deccan School).

7.

Mention the titles of any five miniature paintings and their artists of the Mughal and
Deccan Schools included in your course of study.

8.

[5]

Mention the title of the art-work done by each of the following contemporary (modern)
Indian artists, which is included in your course of study :
[5]
(1) Ghulam Rasool Santosh (Painter)
(2) Anupam Sud (Graphic-artist)
(3) Jyoti Bhatt (Graphic-artist)
(4) D.P. Roychowdhury (Sculptor)
(5) Somnath Hore (Graphic-artist)

